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the bill would also require states to provide a set of permitting actions that would enable the state to
require the disposal of particular carbon-emitting entities. states would have to use this authority in

order to set an explicit carbon intensity standard for new buildings or to require new facilities to
install advanced clean energy technology, such as solar panels, wind turbines or energy storage
systems. the bill would also require states to use this authority to set standards for the embodied

carbon emissions of heat-producing devices, including electric heat pumps. the bill would also create
the climate & energy innovation and opportunity board. this board would be composed of

representatives from businesses, labor, state government and academia. the board would be tasked
with providing recommendations to the epa on establishing the planned carbon intensity standards

for new buildings, including whether the standards should be established by the federal government,
states or a combination of both. the board would also recommend whether the epa should regulate
thermal energy storage, such as heat pumps or thermal batteries. our state-of-the-art centralized
management console offers the highest level of computer protection available. with deep freeze

standard, it's easy to safeguard your network against viruses and malware, and to recover files in
the event of a hard disk crash. a centralized console also enables administrators to remotely monitor

all workstations and to manage them as a single unit. as of the release of deep freeze standard
version 9.0.3.11142, deep freeze standard version 9.11142 has been downloaded over 17.5 million

times. the list of all deep freeze versions is always growing and changing as new versions are
released. if you notice a bug, or if you have any feedback about deep freeze, please contact us.
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